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About Cisco ACI vPod Installation
To install Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod), you perform a series of tasks
on the Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC) and in VMware vCenter. You then use one
of three methods to deploy Cisco ACI vPod on ESXi hosts:

• Cisco ACI vCenter plug-in

• VMware PowerCLI (for Windows platforms)

• Python script

You need a client to install the Cisco ACI vPod components: the Cisco ACI vPod virtual spine (vSpine) virtual
machine (VM), the virtual leaf (vLeaf) VM, and the Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure Virtual Edge.

Use only the Cisco ACI vCenter plug-in, the VMware Power CLI, or a Python script for installation. Use only
the vSphere Web Client to modify vApp properties.

Note
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When you deploy the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge VM on the ESXi hosts, OpFlex automatically comes online.
Do not attach VMkernel ports to the Infra port group.

Note

The following sections provide information about prerequisites and installation methods.

Cisco ACI vPod Installation Workflow
This section provides a high-level description of the tasks that are required to install and deploy Cisco
Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod) in the remote site.

1. Fulfill all prerequisites, which include tasks in the Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller
(APIC) and VMware vCenter.

See the section Prerequisites for Installing Cisco ACI vPod, on page 3 in this guide.

2. Using Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC), prepare a physical pod in the on-premises
data center to communicate with the Cisco ACI vPod in the remote site over an interpod network (IPN).
Preparation includes defining a tunnel endpoint (TEP) and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). Also make
sure that the physical pod or all the physical pods in a multipod setup have external TEP pools configured.

See the section Preparing the Physical Pod IPN Connectivity Using the Cisco APIC GUI, on page 4 in
this guide.

3. Using Cisco APIC, create a Cisco ACI Virtual Edge VMM domain.

See the section "vCenter Domain, Interface, and Switch Profile Creation" in the Installation chapter of
the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge Installation Guide.

4. Using Cisco APIC, add the Cisco ACI vPod. This task includes defining the virtual spine (vSpine) and
virtual leaf (vLeaf) virtual machines (VMs)—one vSpine VM and one vLeaf VM for each node where
you will deploy Cisco ACI vPod.

See the section Adding the Cisco ACI vPod Using the Cisco APIC GUI, on page 11 in this guide.

5. Download the Cisco ACI vPod and Cisco ACI Virtual Edge OVF files from Cisco.com and then upload
them to the VMware vCenter content library. The Cisco ACI vPod OVF file contains the vSpine and
vLeaf, and Cisco ACI Virtual Edge OVF file contains the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge image.

See the section Uploading the OVF Files to the VMware vCenter Content Library, on page 15 in this
guide.

6. In VMware vCenter, deploy the Cisco ACI vPod vSpine and vLeaf VMs on the ESXi hosts.

See the section Deploying Cisco ACI vPod VMs on the ESXi Hosts Using the Cisco ACI vCenter Plug-In,
on page 17 in this guide. See the chapter "

See the chapter "Cisco ACI vCenter Plug-in" in the Cisco ACI Virtualization Guide for information about
installing, using, and upgrading the Cisco ACI vCenter plug-in.

7. Install the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge, making sure to enable it in vPod mode and choose the Cisco ACI
vPod that you want it to be part of.

See the chapter "Cisco ACI Virtual Edge Installation" chapter in the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge Installation
Guide.
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Prerequisites for Installing Cisco ACI vPod
Perform the following tasks before you install Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod
(vPod):

• Deploy the Cisco ACI fabric on the on-premises data center; this includes setting up Cisco Application
Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC).

SeeCisco Application Centric Infrastructure Fundamentals,Cisco APICGetting Started Guide andCisco
APIC Basic Configuration Guide on Cisco.com.

• Deploy VMware vCenter on the on-premises data center or the remote site.

See VMware documentation.

• Install the latest version of the Cisco ACI vCenter Plug-in and connect it to the Cisco ACI fabric.

See the chapter "Cisco ACI vCenter Plug-in" in the Cisco ACI Virtualization Guide.

To use the Cisco ACI vPod management tools (the Cisco ACI vCenter plug-in,
the VMware PowerCLI, and Python scripts), use vCenter 6.0 Update 3 or later.

Note

• Configure interpod network (IPN) connectivity between the on-premises data center and the remote site.

See the section Preparing the Physical Pod IPN Connectivity Using the Cisco APIC GUI, on page 4
in this guide for instructions.

• Configure a subnet and, on the VMware side, a port group for the Cisco ACI vPod elements to
communicate.

You need a subnet, a Layer 3 interface for that subnet, and a VLAN on the IPN to communicate with
Cisco ACI vPod.

• On a remote site router, configure a gateway for the Cisco ACI vPod tunnel endpoint (TEP) pool subnet
configured with DHCP relay to reach Cisco APIC.

The DHCP relay should be configured for the Cisco APIC IP addresses obtained from the external tunnel
endpoint (TEP) pool (routable subnet). The Cisco APIC IP addresses that are assigned from the external
TEP pool can be found on the summary screen that appears after you add the Cisco ACI vPod or by using
the REST API query for infraWiNode MO.

If you want to change the gateway IP address, you must perform a clean reboot of the virtual spine
(vSpine) and virtual leaf (vLeaf) nodes and reboot all the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge virtual machines (VMs)
on the Cisco ACI vPod. See the procedure Changing the Gateway IP Address for Cisco ACI vPod in
this guide.

• Configure an out-of-band management network and port group for Cisco ACI vPod components and
VMware vCenter on the remote site.

You can have an external DHCP server or VMware vCenter-based IP address pool to assign management
IP addresses for vSpines and vLeafs.

• Configure a management cluster for the vSpine and vLeaf.
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Requirements are 2 vCPU, 8 GB or RAM, and 100 GB of storage for each vSpine
and vLeaf.

Note

Cisco ACI vPod management should be in a separate management cluster than
any instances of Cisco ACI Virtual Edge.

Note

• Create a new Cisco ACI Virtual Edge VMware vCenter VMM domain.

You can use an existing Cisco ACI Virtual Edge VMM domain with Cisco ACI vPod. However, if you
want to create a new one, we recommend that you do so before you add the Cisco ACI vPod.

See the section "vCenter Domain, Interface, and Switch Profile Creation" in the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge
Installation Guide on Cisco.com.

Cisco ACI Virtual Edge requirements are 2 vCPU, 4 GB of RAM, and 24 GB of
storage.

Note

Preparing the Physical Pod IPN Connectivity Using the Cisco
APIC GUI

The physical spines in the on-premises data center communicate with the Cisco Application Centric
Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod) virtual spine (vSpines) in the remote site over a Layer 3 interpod
network (IPN). Before you create the Cisco ACI vPod on the remote site, you first must ensure that a physical
pod can communicate with it.

Cisco ACI vPod requires a configuration similar to a multipod environment for IPN connectivity. Configuration
of an external tunnel endpoint (TEP) pool on each physical pod is also required for communication between
the physical pod or pods and the Cisco ACI vPod.

If an IPN network is not configured, when you try to add a Cisco ACI vPod, you are prompted to do so in a
series of Configure Interpod Connectivity panels. However, if an IPN network is configured, you do not
see the series of panels and can proceed to adding the Cisco ACI vPod.

If the physical pod or any of the physical pods in a multipod setup lacks an external TEP pool, you will be
prompted to create one.

Before you begin

You must have at least one physical pod configured.

Only spines of EX or later generations are supported for IPN connectivity with Cisco ACI vPod. Although
earlier-generation spines can still exist in the physical pod, they cannot connect to the IPN.

Note
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Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC).
Step 2 Choose Fabric > Inventory.
Step 3 Expand Quick Start and click Add Pod.
Step 4 In the work pane, click Add Virtual Pod.
Step 5 In the Configure Interpod Connectivity STEP 1 > Overview panel, review the description of the tasks that

are required to configure the IPN, and then click Get Started.
Step 6
Step 7 In the Configure Interpod Connectivity STEP 2 > IP Connectivity dialog box, complete the following

steps:
a) From the Spine ID selector, enter the spine node ID.

You can click the + (plus) icon to add more spines.

b) In the Interface field, enter the spine switch interface (port and slot) used to connect to the IPN.

You can click the + (plus) icon to add more interfaces.

c) In the IPv4 Address field, enter the IPv4 address and network mask for the interface.

If you addmore than one interface for the same spine ID in theConfigure InterpodConnectivity
STEP 2 > IP Connectivity dialog box, ensure that the IP addresses assigned to each interface
are from different subnets.

Note

d) Using theMTU (bytes) selector, choose a value for the maximum transmit unit (MTU) of the external
network, or type a value into the field.

The range is 1550 to 9216.

e) Click Next.

Step 8 Configure Interpod Connectivity STEP 3 > Routing Protocols dialog box, in the OSPF area, complete
the following steps:
a) Leave the Use Defaults checked or uncheck it.

When the Use Defaults check box is checked, the GUI conceals the optional fields for configuring Open
Shortest Path (OSPF). When it is unchecked, it displays all the fields. The check box is checked by default.

b) In the Area ID field, enter the OSPF area ID.
c) In the Area Type area, choose an OSPF area type.

You can choose NSSA area (the default), Regular area, or Stub area.

d) (Optional) With the Area Cost selector list, choose an appropriate OSPF area cost value.
e) (Optional) With the Authentication Type selector, choose the OSPF authentication type.
f) (Optional) In the Authentication Key field, enter the OSPF authentication key.
g) (Optional) In the Confirm Key area, reenter the OSPF authentication key.
h) From the Interface Policy drop-down list, choose or configure an OSPF interface policy.

You can choose an existing policy, or you can create one with the Create OSPF Interface Policy dialog
box.
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Step 9 In theConfigure InterpodConnectivity STEP 3 >Routing Protocols dialog box, in theBGP area, complete
the following steps:
a) Leave the Use Defaults checked or uncheck it.

When theUse Defaults check box is checked, the GUI conceals the fields for configuring Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP). When it is unchecked, it displays all the fields. The check box is checked by default.

b) In the Community field, enter the community name.

We recommend that you use the default community name. If you use a different name, follow the same
format as the default.

c) In the Peering Type field, choose either Full Mesh or Route Reflector for the route peering type.

If you choose Route Reflector in the Peering Type field and you want to remove the spine switch from
the controller in the future, you must disable Route Reflector in the BGP Route Reflector page before
removing the spine switch from the controller. Not doing so results in an error.

To disable a route reflector, right-click on the appropriate route reflector in the Route Reflector Nodes
area in theBGPRoute Reflector page and selectDelete. See the section "Configuring anMP-BGPRoute
Reflector Using the GUI" in the chapter "MP-BGPRoute Reflectors" in theCisco APIC Layer 3 Networking
Configuration Guide.

d) In the Peer Password, field, enter the BGP peer password.
e) In the Confirm Password field, reenter the BGP peer password.
f) In the External Route Reflector Nodes area, click the + (plus) icon to add nodes.

For redundancy purposes, more than one spine is configured as a route reflector node: one primary reflector
and one secondary reflector.

The External Route Reflector Nodes fields appear only if you chose Route Reflector as the peering
type.

Step 10 Click Next.
Step 11 In theConfigure Interpod Connectivity STEP 4 > External TEP dialog box, complete the following steps:

a) Leave the Use Defaults checked or uncheck it.

When the Use Defaults check box is checked, the GUI conceals some fields that are automatically
configured. When it is unchecked, it displays all the fields, and you can enter different values. The check
box is checked by default.

b) Note the non-configurable values in the Pod and Internal TEP Pool fields.
c) In the External TEP Pool field, enter the external TEP pool for the physical pod.

The external TEP pool must not overlap the internal TEP pool or external TEP pools belonging to other
pods.

d) In the Dataplane TEP Pool IP field, accept the default, which is generated when you configure the
External TEP Pool, or enter a different address.

If you enter a different address, it must be outside of the external TEP pool.

e) In the Unicast TEP IP field, accept the default or enter a different unicast TEP IP address.

If you enter a different unicast TEP IP address, it must be outside of the external TEP pool.

f) In the Router ID field, accept the default or enter a different IPN router IP address.

If you enter a different IPN router IP address, it must be outside of the external TEP pool.
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g) (Optional) In the Loopback Address field, enter the IPN router loopback IP address.

The IPN router loopback IP address must be outside of the external TEP pool.

h) Click Finish.
The Summary panel appears, displaying details of the IPN configuration. You can also clickView JSON
to view the REST API for the configuration. You can save the REST API for later use.

What to do next

Take one of the following actions:

• Click Add Virtual Pod to proceed directly with creating a Cisco ACI vPod. See the procedure Adding
the Cisco ACI vPod Using the Cisco APIC GUI, on page 11 in this guide.

• CloseOK to close the Summary panel. You can add the Cisco ACI vPod later, returning to the procedure
Adding the Cisco ACI vPod Using the Cisco APIC GUI, on page 11 in this guide.

Preparing the Physical Pod IPN Connectivity Using REST API
The physical spines in the on-premises data center communicate with the Cisco Application Centric
Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod) virtual spine (vSpines) in the remote site over a Layer 3 interpod
network (IPN). Before you create the Cisco ACI vPod on the remote site, you first ensure that a physical pod
can communicate with it. You also configure a unique unicast IP address and a routable subnet for each
physical pod.

The procedures using the Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC) refer to routable subnets
as external tunnel endpoint (TEP) pools.

Note

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to Cisco APIC:

Example:
http://<apic-name/ip>:80/api/aaaLogin.xml

data: <aaaUser name="admin" pwd="password”/>

Step 2 Configure the TEP pool:

Example:
http://<apic-name/ip>:80/api/policymgr/mo/uni/controller.xml

<fabricSetupPol status=''>
<fabricSetupP podId="1" tepPool="10.0.0.0/16" />
<fabricSetupP podId="2" tepPool="10.1.0.0/16" status='' />

</fabricSetupPol>

Step 3 Configure the node ID policy:
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Example:
http://<apic-name/ip>:80/api/node/mo/uni/controller.xml

<fabricNodeIdentPol>
<fabricNodeIdentP serial="XXXXXXXXXXX" name="leaf1" nodeId="101" podId="1"/>
<fabricNodeIdentP serial="XXXXXXXXXXX" name="leaf2" nodeId="102" podId="1"/>
<fabricNodeIdentP serial="XXXXXXXXXXX" name="leaf3" nodeId="103" podId="1"/>
<fabricNodeIdentP serial="XXXXXXXXXXX" name="leaf4" nodeId="104" podId="1"/>
<fabricNodeIdentP serial="XXXXXXXXXXX" name="spine1" nodeId="201" podId="1"/>
<fabricNodeIdentP serial="XXXXXXXXXXX" name="spine3" nodeId="202" podId="1"/>
<fabricNodeIdentP serial="XXXXXXXXXXX" name="leaf5" nodeId="105" podId="2"/>
<fabricNodeIdentP serial="XXXXXXXXXXX" name="leaf6" nodeId="106" podId="2"/>
<fabricNodeIdentP serial="XXXXXXXXXXX" name="spine2" nodeId="203" podId="2"/>
<fabricNodeIdentP serial="XXXXXXXXXXX" name="spine4" nodeId="204" podId="2"/>
</fabricNodeIdentPol>

Step 4 Configure infra L3Out and external connectivity profile:

Example:
http://<apic-name/ip>:80/api/node/mo/uni.xml

<polUni>

<fvTenant descr="" dn="uni/tn-infra" name="infra" ownerKey="" ownerTag="">

<l3extOut descr="" enforceRtctrl="export" name="multipod" ownerKey="" ownerTag=""
targetDscp="unspecified" status=''>

<ospfExtP areaId='0' areaType='regular' status=''/>
<bgpExtP status='' />
<l3extRsEctx tnFvCtxName="overlay-1"/>
<l3extProvLbl descr="" name="prov_mp1" ownerKey="" ownerTag="" tag="yellow-green"/>

<l3extLNodeP name="bSpine">
<l3extRsNodeL3OutAtt rtrId="201.201.201.201" rtrIdLoopBack="no"

tDn="topology/pod-1/node-201">
<l3extInfraNodeP descr="" fabricExtCtrlPeering="yes" name=""/>
<l3extLoopBackIfP addr="201::201/128" descr="" name=""/>
<l3extLoopBackIfP addr="201.201.201.201/32" descr="" name=""/>

</l3extRsNodeL3OutAtt>

<l3extRsNodeL3OutAtt rtrId="202.202.202.202" rtrIdLoopBack="no"
tDn="topology/pod-1/node-202">

<l3extInfraNodeP descr="" fabricExtCtrlPeering="yes" name=""/>
<l3extLoopBackIfP addr="202::202/128" descr="" name=""/>
<l3extLoopBackIfP addr="202.202.202.202/32" descr="" name=""/>

</l3extRsNodeL3OutAtt>

<l3extRsNodeL3OutAtt rtrId="203.203.203.203" rtrIdLoopBack="no"
tDn="topology/pod-2/node-203">

<l3extInfraNodeP descr="" fabricExtCtrlPeering="yes" name=""/>
<l3extLoopBackIfP addr="203::203/128" descr="" name=""/>
<l3extLoopBackIfP addr="203.203.203.203/32" descr="" name=""/>

</l3extRsNodeL3OutAtt>

<l3extRsNodeL3OutAtt rtrId="204.204.204.204" rtrIdLoopBack="no"
tDn="topology/pod-2/node-204">

<l3extInfraNodeP descr="" fabricExtCtrlPeering="yes" name=""/>
<l3extLoopBackIfP addr="204::204/128" descr="" name=""/>
<l3extLoopBackIfP addr="204.204.204.204/32" descr="" name=""/>

</l3extRsNodeL3OutAtt>

<l3extLIfP name='portIf'>
<l3extRsPathL3OutAtt descr='asr' tDn="topology/pod-1/paths-201/pathep-[eth1/1]"
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encap='vlan-4' ifInstT='sub-interface' addr="201.1.1.1/30" />
<l3extRsPathL3OutAtt descr='asr' tDn="topology/pod-1/paths-201/pathep-[eth1/2]"

encap='vlan-4' ifInstT='sub-interface' addr="201.2.1.1/30" />
<l3extRsPathL3OutAtt descr='asr' tDn="topology/pod-1/paths-202/pathep-[eth1/2]"

encap='vlan-4' ifInstT='sub-interface' addr="202.1.1.1/30" />
<l3extRsPathL3OutAtt descr='asr' tDn="topology/pod-2/paths-203/pathep-[eth1/1]"

encap='vlan-4' ifInstT='sub-interface' addr="203.1.1.1/30" />
<l3extRsPathL3OutAtt descr='asr' tDn="topology/pod-2/paths-203/pathep-[eth1/2]"

encap='vlan-4' ifInstT='sub-interface' addr="203.2.1.1/30" />
<l3extRsPathL3OutAtt descr='asr' tDn="topology/pod-2/paths-204/pathep-[eth4/31]"

encap='vlan-4' ifInstT='sub-interface' addr="204.1.1.1/30" />

<ospfIfP>
<ospfRsIfPol tnOspfIfPolName='ospfIfPol'/>

</ospfIfP>

</l3extLIfP>
</l3extLNodeP>

<l3extInstP descr="" matchT="AtleastOne" name="instp1" prio="unspecified"
targetDscp="unspecified">

<fvRsCustQosPol tnQosCustomPolName=""/>
</l3extInstP>

</l3extOut>

<fvFabricExtConnP descr="" id="1" name="Fabric_Ext_Conn_Pol1" rt="extended:as2-nn4:5:16"
status=''>

<fvPodConnP descr="" id="1" name="">
<fvIp addr="100.11.1.1/32"/>

</fvPodConnP>
<fvPodConnP descr="" id="2" name="">

<fvIp addr="200.11.1.1/32"/>
</fvPodConnP>
<fvPeeringP descr="" name="" ownerKey="" ownerTag="" type="automatic_with_full_mesh"/>

<l3extFabricExtRoutingP descr="" name="ext_routing_prof_1" ownerKey="" ownerTag="">
<l3extSubnet aggregate="" descr="" ip="100.0.0.0/8" name="" scope="import-security"/>

<l3extSubnet aggregate="" descr="" ip="200.0.0.0/8" name="" scope="import-security"/>

<l3extSubnet aggregate="" descr="" ip="201.1.0.0/16" name=""
scope="import-security"/>

<l3extSubnet aggregate="" descr="" ip="201.2.0.0/16" name=""
scope="import-security"/>

<l3extSubnet aggregate="" descr="" ip="202.1.0.0/16" name=""
scope="import-security"/>

<l3extSubnet aggregate="" descr="" ip="203.1.0.0/16" name=""
scope="import-security"/>

<l3extSubnet aggregate="" descr="" ip="203.2.0.0/16" name=""
scope="import-security"/>

<l3extSubnet aggregate="" descr="" ip="204.1.0.0/16" name=""
scope="import-security"/>

</l3extFabricExtRoutingP>
</fvFabricExtConnP>

</fvTenant>
</polUni>

Step 5 Configure a routable subnet for each physical pod.

Example:
URL: https://<controllername>/api/node/mo/uni/controller/setupPol.xml

POST:
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<fabricSetupP podId="1">
<fabricExtRoutablePodSubnet pool="197.16.0.0/25"

reserveAddressCount = 2/>
</fabricSetupP>

In the example, pool defines the routable subnet or external TEP pool. You can reserve some of the IP addresses
from the start of the pool by the reserveAddressCount. Cisco APIC does not manage these IP addresses,
which you can configure as desired.

Note the following:

• The minimum size of each routable TEP pool is /28, and the maximum size is /22 for each physical pod.

• Addresses from this TEP pool are allocated to border leafs and spines: physical TEP (PTEP) for border
leafs and controller-plane TEP (CP-TEP) for spines.

• Each Cisco APIC is allocated one routable IP address.

• One multicast TEP IP address for each site is allocated from the Pod 1 routable subnet.

Step 6 Configure a unique unicast TEP IP address and an IP addressed used as the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
next hop for each physical pod:

You can configure these addresses from the reserved portion of the external TEP pool (routable subnet).

Example:
<fvTenant name="infra">

<fvFabricExtConnP id="1" rt="extended:as2-nn4:5:16">
<fvPodConnP id="1">

<fvIp addr="108.11.1.1/32"/>
<fvExtRoutableUcastConnP addr="197.16.0.1/32"/>

</fvFabricExtConnP>
</fvTenant>

Step 7 Configure a multiprotocol BGP (MP-BGP) route reflector.

Example:
https://<apic-name-or-ip>/api/policymgr/mo/uni.xml

<polUni>
<fabricInst>
<fabricPodP name="default">
<fabricPodS name="default" type="ALL">
<fabricRsPodPGrp tDn="uni/fabric/funcprof/podpgrp-default"/>

</fabricPodS>
</fabricPodP>

<fabricFuncP name="default">
<fabricPodPGrp name="default">
<fabricRsPodPGrpBGPRRP tnBgpInstPolName="default"/>

</fabricPodPGrp>
</fabricFuncP>

<bgpInstPol name="default">
<bgpAsP asn="200"/>
<bgpRRP>
<bgpRRNodePEp id="202" status=""/>

</bgpRRP>
</bgpInstPol>

</fabricInst>
</polUni>
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If you configure a route reflector and want to remove the spine switch from the controller in the future, you
must disableRoute Reflector on the BGP Route ReflectorCisco APIC page before removing the spine switch
from the controller. Not doing so results in an error.

To disable a route reflector, right-click on the appropriate route reflector in the Route Reflector Nodes area
in theBGPRoute Reflector page and selectDelete. See the section "Configuring anMP-BGPRoute Reflector
Using the GUI" in the chapter "MP-BGP Route Reflectors" in the Cisco APIC Layer 3 Networking
Configuration Guide.

Adding the Cisco ACI vPod Using the Cisco APIC GUI
To add a Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod), you define the pod ID and tunnel
endpoint (TEP) pool. You also configure the virtual spine (vSpine) and virtual leafs (vLeaf) virtual machines
(VMs) on the two required nodes.

Before you begin

• You must have prepared a physical pod in the on-premises data center to communicate with Cisco ACI
vPod in the remote site. See Preparing the Physical Pod IPN Connectivity Using the Cisco APIC GUI,
on page 4 in this guide.

• We recommend that you create a Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure Virtual Edge virtual machine
manager (VMM) domain before you create the Cisco ACI vPod.

This procedure enables you to create the VMM if you have not done so earlier.
Creating a Cisco ACI Virtual Edge VMM domain before you add a Cisco ACI
vPod requires more steps than creating the domain in theAddVirtual Pod dialog
box. However, doing earlier enables you to configure more options. If you create
the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge VMM domain here, Cisco APIC creates selectors
and attachable entity profiles for the vSpine and vLeaf VMs.

Note

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC).
Step 2 Take one of the following actions:

• If you completed the previous procedure "Preparing the Physical Pod IPN Connectivity Using the Cisco
APIC GUI, on page 4" and have not closed the Configure Interpod Connectivity summary panel,
skip Step 3 through Step 5, and resume this procedure at Step 6.

• If you have completed the previous "Preparing the Physical Pod IPN Connectivity Using the Cisco APIC
GUI, on page 4" procedure and have closed the Configure Interpod Connectivity summary panel
box, proceed to Step 3 in this procedure.

Step 3 Choose Fabric > Inventory.
Step 4 Expand Quick Start and click Add Pod.
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Step 5 In the work pane, click Add Virtual Pod.
Step 6 In the Configure Add Virtual STEP 1 > Overview panel, review the graphics and text that describe the

tasks that are required to add the Cisco ACI vPod, and then click Get Started.
Step 7 In theAddVirtual Pod STEP 1 >Virtual Pod dialog box, in theVirtual PodConfigurationArea, complete

the following steps:
a) In the Pod ID field, choose the Pod ID.

The Pod ID can be any positive integer; however, it must be unique in the Cisco ACI fabric.

b) In the Pod TEP Pool field, enter the pool address and subnet.
c) In the Pool of Reserved IP field, enter a pool of reserved IP addresses within the pod TEP pool.

The pool consists of IP addresses that are not sent by the DHCP server and which you can reserve for a
specific use. The reserved subnet must be at the start or the end of the TEP pool. The subnet must be no
larger than a quarter of the TEP pool.

d) In the Gateway IP Address field, enter the TEP pool gateway IP address.
e) In the Dataplane TEP IP field, accept the automatically generated dataplane TEP IP address or enter a

new one.

If you enter a new dataplane TEP IP address, it can be from the reserved subnet but must not conflict with
other IPs used in that subnet.

If the entered dataplane TEP IP address is not from the Cisco ACI vPod TEP pool, you must
configure a route for it on the IPN and the Cisco ACI fabric. Doing so enables them to accept
this route. See the appendix Configuring Cisco ACI to Accept More Routes from the IPN in
this guide.

Note

Step 8 In the Add Virtual Pod STEP 1 > Virtual Pod Virtual Leafs area, use the vLeaf 1 and vLeaf 2 selectors
to choose the node ID for each of the vLeafs.

Step 9 In the Virtual Spines area, complete the following steps:

The Router ID field is autogenerated.Note

a) With the Node ID selectors, choose the ID for each virtual spine.
b) (Optional) In the Loopback Address fields, enter the loopback address for each virtual spine.

If the entered router ID and loopback addresses are not from the Cisco ACI vPod TEP pool,
you must configure routes for them on the IPN and the Cisco ACI fabric. Doing so enables the
IPN and Cisco ACI fabric to accept these routes. See the appendix Configuring Cisco ACI to
Accept More Routes from the IPN in this guide.

Note

Step 10 In the Add Virtual Pod STEP 2 > Virtual Pod BGP area, leave the Use Defaults check box checked or
uncheck it to display the fields to configure an optional Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) peer password.

The password is for BGP communication between the vLeaf and vSpine.

a) In the BGP Password field, enter the BGP) peer password.
b) In the Confirmation field, re-enter the BGP peer password.

Step 11 Click Next.
Step 12 In the Add Virtual Pod STEP 3 > vCenter Domain dialog box, from the VMM Domain drop-down list,

complete the following steps:
a) From the vCenter Domain Name drop-down list, choose an existing Cisco ACI Virtual Edge vCenter

domain or enter the name of a new domain, revealing several configuration fields.
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b) In the AVE VLAN Range field, enter the encapsulation block range.

The AVE VLAN Range is the internal VLAN range that is used for private VLANs (PVLANs).

Cisco APIC creates a VLAN pool with the block that you specify.

c) In the vCenter Name, enter the name of the VMware vCenter where you want to create the domain.
d) In the Datacenter field, enter the name of the data center where you want to create the domain.
e) In the vCenter Username field, enter your VMware vCenter username.
f) In the vCenter Password field, enter your VMware vCenter password.
g) In the Confirm Password field, reenter your VMware vCenter password.
h) In the Fabric-Wide Multicast Address field, enter an address.

The address must be different from the pool of multicast addresses and unique in the Cisco ACI fabric.

i) Pool of Multicast Addresses (one per EPG) field, enter a multicast address pool.
j) From the DVS Version drop-down list, accept the vCenter Default or choose another version.

Step 13 Click Finish.

Cisco APIC displays a summary of information about the Cisco ACI vPod and provides a JSON file, which
enables you to duplicate the configuration.

Be sure to capture the following information that Cisco APIC also displays:

• The administrator passphrase that is required when you deploy Cisco ACI vPod in VMware
vCenter.

The passphrase is good for 60 minutes. If you need more time between adding the Cisco ACI
vPod and deploying it, you can capture a new one that Cisco APIC regenerates every 60minutes.
Go to System > System Settings >APICPassphrase. The work pane displays the passphrase.

• The Cisco APIC external TEP address that is required to configure as the DHCP relay in the
IPN.

Note

What to do next

• You can view the vSpine and vLeaf pending node registrations in the Cisco APIC GUI: Go to Fabric >
Inventory > Fabric Membership > Nodes Pending Registration. The nodes remain in theNodes
Pending Registration panel until Cisco ACI vPod is successfully deployed and the discovery process
is complete.

• Perform the tasks in the sections Uploading the OVF Files to the VMware vCenter Content Library, on
page 15 and Deploying Cisco ACI vPod VMs on the ESXi Hosts Using the Cisco ACI vCenter Plug-In,
on page 17 in this guide.

Adding the Cisco ACI vPod Using REST API
To add a Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod), you define the pod ID and tunnel
endpoint (TEP) pool. You also configure the virtual spine (vSpine) and virtual leafs (vLeaf) virtual machines
(VMs) on the two required nodes.
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Before you begin

• You must have prepared a physical pod in the on-premises data center to communicate with Cisco ACI
vPod in the remote site. See Preparing the Physical Pod IPN Connectivity Using the Cisco APIC GUI,
on page 4 or Preparing the Physical Pod IPN Connectivity Using REST API, on page 7 in this guide.

• We recommend that you create a Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure Virtual Edge virtual machine
manager (VMM) domain before you create the Cisco ACI vPod.

Procedure

Step 1 Add the Cisco ACI vPod:

Example:
https://<controllername>/api/node/mo/uni/controller/setupPol.xml

<fabricSetupPol>
<fabricSetupP tepPool="196.0.128.0/22" podId="3" podType="virtual">
<fabricSetupAllocP gatewayAddress="196.0.128.1" reservedAddress="196.0.128.0/27"/>
<fabricAssociatedSetupP pool="20.0.0.0/28" >
<fabricSetupAllocP gatewayAddress="20.0.0.14" reservedAddress="20.0.0.8/29"/>
</fabricAssociatedSetupP>
<fabricPodDhcpServer nodeId="301" serverType="primary”/>
<fabricPodDhcpServer nodeId="303" serverType="secondary”/>
</fabricSetupP>
</fabricSetupPol>

Cisco ACI vPod creation: To create the Cisco ACI vPod, you must post the fabricSetupP policy with the
primary TEP pool of the pod:
<fabricSetupP tepPool="196.0.128.0/22" podId="3" podType="virtual">

• IP addresses for virtual leafs (vLeafs) and virtual spines (vSpines) will be allocated from the primary
TEP pool.

• The primary TEP pool also can be used for Cisco ACI Virtual Edge and Head-End Replicated (HREP)
IP addresses.

The minimum size of each TEP pool subnet is /28, and the maximum size is /22.

Gateway IP address: You must specify the gateway IP address and a subnet for Cisco ACI vPod from start
or the end of each reserved TEP pool subnet. The gateway will be programmed automatically (using DHCP)
by Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC) in the vLeaf and vSpine. The reserved part of
the subnet is not managed by APIC and typically is used for the gateway, HSRP-related IPs, dataplane TEP,
and Router ID.
<fabricSetupAllocP gatewayAddress="196.0.128.1" reservedAddress="196.0.128.0/27"/>

Secondary TEP pools: You can add secondary TEP pools to the Cisco ACI vPod by posting a
fabricAssociatedSetupP policy. This optional configuration is used only when you want to configure more
than one subnet on the Cisco ACI vPod. Secondary subnets are used only for Cisco ACI Virtual Edge in the
Cisco ACI vPod.
<fabricAssociatedSetupP pool="20.0.0.0/28" >
<fabricSetupAllocP gatewayAddress="20.0.0.14" reservedAddress="20.0.0.8/29"/>
</fabricAssociatedSetupP>

The gatewayAddress and reservedAddress have the same meaning as for the primary subnet.
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DHCP server configuration: You must post a fabricPodDhcpServer policy to configure DHCP servers
running in primary and secondary modes on vLeafs, for example.
<fabricPodDhcpServer nodeId="301" serverType="primary”/>
<fabricPodDhcpServer nodeId="303" serverType="secondary”/>

Step 2 Add the IP address for the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) next hop and the BGP password for the Cisco
ACI vPod.

Example:
<fvFabricExtConnP descr="" id="1" name="Fabric_Ext_Conn_Pol1" rt="extended:as2-nn4:5:16"
status=''>

<fvPodConnP descr="" id="3">
<fvIp addr="166.11.1.1/32"/>
<fvPasswordConfig password="12345"/>

</fvPodConnP>
</fvFabricExtConnP>

Cisco ACI vPod Deployment Using the VMware vCenter
After you fulfill the installation prerequisites, you can use the VMware vCenter to deploy Cisco Application
Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod). You use the Cisco ACI vCenter plug-in, which automates
the process.

You first upload the Cisco ACI vPod virtual machine (VM) Open Virtualization Format (OVF) file to the
VMware vCenter content library. (To get the OVF file, simply extract it from the Cisco ACI vPod Open
Virtualization Appliance (OVA) file.)

You also must upload the Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure Virtual Edge OVF file to the VMware
vCenter content library. You can then deploy the Cisco ACI vPod VMs and the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge VM.

After you deploy Cisco ACI vPod, do not remove it from the VMware vCenter inventory and then add it back.
Doing so removes all the configuration that you made during deployment. Deploy a new Cisco ACI vPod
instead of adding an existing one back to the inventory.

Note

After you deploy Cisco ACI vPod, verify that the interface has a virtual tunnel endpoint (VTEP) address. See
the section "Verifying the Cisco ACI vPod Deployment" in this guide.

Uploading the OVF Files to the VMware vCenter Content Library
Before you can deploy the Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod) on the ESXi
hosts, you upload two Open Virtualization Format (OVF) files to the VMware vCenter Library. They are the
CiscoACI vPodOVF file containing the vSpine and vLeaf, and the CiscoACIVirtual EdgeOVF file containing
the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge image.
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If you use a local data store for content library storage, re-create the content library after you remove a host
and then reattach it to the VMware vCenter. Re-creating the content library is necessary because the datastore
ID changes after the host is reattached, breaking the association between the content library and the datastore.

Note

Complete this procedure twice—once for the Cisco ACI vPod OVF file and once for the Cisco ACI Virtual
Edge OVF file.

Note

Before you begin

You must have done the following:

• Downloaded the folder with the Cisco ACI vPod OVF file and the folder with the Cisco ACI Virtual
Edge OVF file from Cisco.com to your computer.

• Made sure that the Cisco ACI vPod file and the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge file are compatible with the
version of Cisco APIC.

• Created a Cisco ACI Virtual Edge VMM domain on Cisco APIC.

• If you plan to use the Cisco ACI vCenter plug-in to deploy Cisco ACI vPod, ensure that the fabric has
been registered with the plug-in.

See the chapter "Cisco ACI vCenter Plug-in" in the Cisco ACI Virtualization Guide for instructions for
installing and using the plug-in.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the vSphere Web Client.
Step 2 Choose Content Libraries.

You can use an existing content library or create one to receive the upload of the Cisco ACI vPod OVF and
Cisco ACI Virtual Edge files. See VMware documentation for instructions.

Step 3 Choose the library and then click Import item.
Step 4 In the Import library item dialog box, click the Browse button.
Step 5 In the pop-up dialog box, choose the OVF file and click Open.

Another pop-up dialog box appears, prompting you to choose one or more files in the OVF folder.

Step 6 Choose the VMDK file in the OVF folder.

Step 7 If you chose a Cisco ACI Virtual Edge OVF file in Step 5, also choose the XML file in the OVF folder.
Step 8 Click OK.

Once the OVF file is uploaded to the content library, it appears in the work pane under the Templates tab.
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What to do next

Perform the tasks in the procedure Deploying Cisco ACI vPod VMs on the ESXi Hosts Using the Cisco ACI
vCenter Plug-In, on page 17 in this guide.

Deploying Cisco ACI vPod VMs on the ESXi Hosts Using the Cisco ACI vCenter
Plug-In

After you upload the Cisco ACI vPod VM OVF file to VMware vCenter, you deploy the Cisco ACI vPod
virtual spine (vSpine) and virtual leaf (vLeaf) virtual machines (VM) on the ESXi hosts and the using the
Cisco ACI vCenter plug-in.

For information about other deployment methods, see Cisco ACI vPod Deployment Using the PowerCLI, on
page 18 or Cisco ACI vPod Deployment Using Python, on page 22 in this guide.

Before you begin

You must have performed the following tasks:

• Uploaded the Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod) VMOVF file to VMware
vCenter.

See the section Uploading the OVF Files to the VMware vCenter Content Library, on page 15 in this
guide for instructions.

• Configured connectivity between a physical pod and the Cisco ACI vPod.

See the section Preparing the Pod for IPN Connectivity in this guide for instructions.

• Added a Cisco ACI vPod in Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC).

See the section Adding the Cisco ACI vPod Using the Cisco APIC GUI, on page 11 fin this guide for
instructions.

• Captured an unexpired Cisco APIC passphrase.

The passphrase displays in Cisco APIC after you add the Cisco ACI vPod. The passphrase is good for
60 minutes. If you need more time between adding the Cisco ACI vPod and deploying it, you can capture
a new one that Cisco APIC regenerates every 60 minutes. Go to System > System Settings > APIC
Passphrase. The work pane displays the passphrase.

If you use VMware vCenter 6.0 Web Client, the pop-up window for browsing to the OVF file may not appear.
In that case, upload the OVF and virtual machine disk file (VMDK) to the HTTP server. Then use the OVF
file URL from the server to download the OVF file to the content library.

Note

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the vSphere Web Client.
Step 2 In the Home work pane, click the Cisco ACI Fabric icon.

In the Navigator, click the Infrastructure folder, and in the work pane, choose the vPod tab.
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Step 3 From the Select a Virtual Pod drop-down list, choose a Cisco ACI vPod that you created earlier in Cisco
APIC.
The vPod Nodes area lists the nodes that are provisioned on Cisco APIC.

Step 4 In the Select Hosts area, choose the two hosts where you want to deploy the Cisco ACI vPod VMs.
Step 5 In the Select Hosts area, perform the following steps:

a) From the Version drop-down list, choose the Cisco ACI vPod version that you want to deploy.
b) From theMgmt drop-down list, choose the management port group.
c) From the Infra drop-down list, choose the infra port group.
d) From the Datastore drop-down list, we recommend that you choose a custom data store.

We recommend that you choose a custom data store because you should deploy Cisco ACI vPod vSpine
and vLeaf VMs on the host's local storage only.

e) In the APIC Passphrase field, enter your Cisco APIC passphrase.

Step 6 Click Deploy vPod.
The work pane displays the deployment progress. It may take several minutes for the Cisco ACI vPod to
appear as active.

Cisco ACI vPod Deployment Using the PowerCLI
After you fulfill the preinstallation prerequisites, you can use the VMware PowerCLI to install CiscoApplication
Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod).

You first download the .zip file containing the VMware PowerCLI file, import the Cisco ACI vPod, then
deploy the new Cisco ACI vPod VM from the VMware vCenter content library.

Setting Up the PowerCLI Environment
Before you can use the PowerCLI to deploy the Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod
(vPod) or Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure Virtual Edge virtual machines (VMs), you import the
CiscoAVE PowerCLI module and establish a connection to the VMware vCenter.

Before you begin

Make sure that you have PowerCLI 6.0 Release 3 or later.

Procedure

Step 1 Download the CiscoAVE .zip file containing the high-level configuration files for Cisco ACI vPod or Cisco
ACI Virtual Edge.

The zip file contains the following:

• CiscoAVE.psm1: The CiscoAVE VMware Power CLI module file

• lib/: The module library
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Step 2 Import the CiscoAVE PowerCLI module using the Import-Module command.

Example:
PowerCLI C:\> Import-Module CiscoAVE.psm1

Step 3 Connect to the VMware vCenter using the standard PowerCLI commands: Connect-VIServer and
Connect-CisServer.

TheConnect-CisServer command is required for features such as tagging andmanaging the VMware vCenter
content library.

Example:
PowerCLI C:\> Connect-VIServer -Server 172.23.143.235 -User admin -Password lab

Name Port User
---- ---- ----
172.23.143.235 443 admin

Example:
PowerCLI C:\> Connect-CisServer -Server 172.23.143.235 -User admin -Password lab

Name User Port
---- ---- ----
172.23.143.235 admin@localos 443

Managing the VMware vCenter Content Library Using the VMware PowerCLI
Upload the Open Virtualization Format (OVF) file to the VMware vCenter content library so the scripts in
the file to deploy the virtual machines (VMs).

You can use an existing content library or create one. You create a new content library in the VMware vSphere
Web Client UI or with the PowerCLI commands in this section.

Procedure

Step 1 Create a new VMware vCenter content library using the New-LocalContentLibrary command.

The following text shows the command syntax:
New-LocalContentLibrary [-Name] Object [-Datastore] Object [-Datacenter] Object
[CommonParameters]

Example:
PowerCLI C:\> New-LocalContentLibrary -Name ave-lib -Datastore 129-local -Datacenter mininet
Connecting to vCenter.................................................[ok]
Creating content library 'ave-lib'....................................[ok]

Step 2 Upload an OVF file to the VMware vCenter content library using the New-ContentLibraryItem command.

The OVF (or .ova) file must be available on the local machine where you run the command.

The following text shows the command syntax:
New-ContentLibraryItem [-Name] Object [-ContentLibrary] Object [-Ovf] Object
[CommonParameters]

Example:
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PowerCLI C:\> New-ContentLibraryItem -Name vpod-ova -ContentLibrary ave-lib -Ovf
L:\ova\aci-vpod.14.0.0.84.ova
Connecting to vCenter.................................................[ok]
Extracting OVA........................................................[ok]
Validating............................................................[ok]
Uploading aci-vpod.14.0.0.84-disk1.vmdk...............................[ok]
Uploading aci-vpod.14.0.0.84.ovf......................................[ok]
Finishing up..........................................................[ok]

Step 3 Remove an item from the VMware vCenter content library using the Remove-LocalContentLibraryItem
command:

The following text shows the command syntax:
Remove-LocalContentLibraryItem [-Name] Object [-ContentLibrary] Object [CommonParameters]

Example:
PowerCLI C:\> Remove-LocalContentLibraryItem -Name vpod-14.0.0.84 -ContentLibrary vpod-ova
Connecting to vCenter.................................................[ok]
Deleting content library item 'vpod-14.0.0.84'........................[ok]

Deploying Cisco ACI vPod Using the VMware PowerCLI
Use the VMware PowerCLI to deploy a pair of virtual spine (vSpine) and virtual leaf (vLeaf) virtual machines
(VMs) on given hosts. You can also get a list of deployed Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI)
Virtual Pod (vPod) VMs.

Before you begin

You must have done the following:

• Uploaded the Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod) Open Virtualization
Format (OVF) to the VMware vCenter content library.

See the section Uploading the OVF Files to the VMware vCenter Content Library, on page 15 in this
guide for instructions.

• Configured connectivity between a physical pod and the Cisco ACI vPod.

See the section Preparing the Pod for IPN Connectivity in this guide for instructions.

• Added a Cisco ACI vPod in Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC).

See the section Adding the Cisco ACI vPod Using the Cisco APIC GUI, on page 11 fin this guide for
instructions.

• Captured an unexpired Cisco APIC passphrase.

The passphrase displays in Cisco APIC after you add the Cisco ACI vPod. The passphrase is good for
60 minutes. If you need more time between adding the Cisco ACI vPod and deploying it, you can capture
a new one that Cisco APIC regenerates every 60 minutes. Go to System > System Settings > APIC
Passphrase. The work pane displays the passphrase.

• Captured all the vLeaf and vSpine serial numbers from the Cisco ACI vPod created on Cisco APIC.
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Procedure

Step 1 Deploy the vSpine and vLeaf VMs using the New-VPodVM command.

Run the command twice, each time on a different host, to deploy one pair of vSpine and vLeaf VMs on each
host.

The following text shows the command syntax:
New-VPodVM [-HostName] Object [-MgmtPortgroupName] Object [-InfraPortgroupName] Object
[-AuthMode] Object [-AuthKey] SecureString
[-OvfItem] Object [-VpodId] Object [[-VspineSerial] String] [[-VleafSerial] String]
[[-Library] String] [[-DatastoreName]
String] [[-VspineIp] String] [[-VspineNetmask] String] [[-VspineGateway] String]
[[-VspineNameserver] String] [[-VleafIp]
String] [[-VleafNetmask] String] [[-VleafGateway] String] [[-VleafNameserve r] String]
[CommonParameters]

Example:

For details about each individual parameter, enter the commandGet-Help New-VPodVM -detailed
and review the output.

Note

PowerCLI C:\> $pass = Read-Host -AsSecureString
********
PowerCLI C:\> PowerCLI C:\> New-VPodVM -HostName 172.23.143.129 -MgmtPortgroupName
"my-vds/mgmt-pg" -InfraPortgroupName "vpod-infra" -DatastoreName 129-local -AuthKey $pass
-OvfItem vpod-ova -VPodId 2 -VspineSerial SPINE201-SWJI -VleafSerial LEAF203-VIWE
Connecting to vCenter.................................................[ok]
Validating configuration..............................................[ok]
Deploying vSpine & vLeaf (this might take several minutes)............[ok]
Performing configuration..............................................[ok]
Powering On VM 'cisco-vPod2-spine1'...................................[ok]
Powering On VM 'cisco-vPod2-leaf1'....................................[ok]

Step 2 Get a list of deployed Cisco ACI vPod VMs using the Get-VPodVM command.

The following text shows the command syntax:
Get-VPodVM [CommonParameters]

Example:
PowerCLI C:\> Get-VpodVM | Format-Table
VirtualMachine role serial pod HostName ManagementIp
-------------- ---- ------ --- -------- ------------
cisco-vPod2-leaf1 leaf VLEAF1-2-OBQ9L 2 172.23.143.129 172.23.143.156
cisco-vPod2-spine1 spine VSPINE1-2-I9IYL 2 172.23.143.129 172.23.143.159

To use a static IP address for the management IP address of the VM, use the -VSpineIp and
-VleafIp parameters. For example:
-VSpineIp 172.23.150.100 -VSpineNetmask 255.255.255.0 -VSpineGateway 172.23.150.254
-VLeafIp 172.23.150.101 -VLeafNetmask 255.255.255.0 -VLeafGateway 172.23.150.254

Note
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Cisco ACI vPod Deployment Using Python
After you fulfill the preinstallation prerequisites, you can use Python to install Cisco Application Centric
Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod)

You first download the zip file containing the Python files, set up the environment to run Python, and then
use Python commands to create a content library on VMware vCenter, upload the Cisco ACI vPod virtual
machine (VM) Open Virtualization Format (OVF) file to the VMware vCenter content library, and then deploy
the new VMs from the content library.

Setting Up the Python Environment
Set up the Python environment so you can use Python to install Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI)
Virtual Pod (vPod) or Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure Virtual Edge.

We strongly recommend that you use a virtual environment to avoid any Python dependency problems.Note

Before you begin

You must have done the following:

• Made sure that you have Python 2.7.9 or a later version.

• Made sure that you have VMware vCenter 6.0 GA U3 or later.

• Made sure that you have Git and PIP installed.

Procedure

Step 1 Download the .zip file containing the high-level Python configuration scripts for deploying Cisco ACI vPod
and Cisco ACI Virtual Edge.

The .zip file contains the following:

• get-avevm.py: Gets the list of Cisco ACI Virtual Edge virtual machines (VMs) currently deployed.

• new-avevm.py: Deploy a new Cisco ACI Virtual Edge VM.

• remove-avevm.py: Removes a Cisco ACI Virtual Edge VM.

• content-library.py: Interact with the VMware vCenter content library.

• get-vpodvm.py: Get a list of Cisco ACI vPod VMs currently deployed.

• new-vpodvm.py: Deploy a new pair (one virtual spine [vSpine] and one virtual leaf [vLeaf]) of Cisco
ACI vPod VMs.

• remove-vpodvm.py: Remove all Cisco ACI vPod VMs.

• requirements.txt: Python dependencies list used by the PIP package management system.
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Step 2 (Optional but recommended) Set up a Python virtual environment.
a) Enter the following commands:

Example:
$ pip install virtualenv
$ virtualenv venv

b) Enter one of the following commands:

• If you have a Linux or Macintosh system, enter the following command:
$ . venv/bin/activate

• If you have a Windows system, enter the following command:
> ven\Scripts\activate

Step 3 Install the VMware vSphere Automation software development kit (SDK).
a) Download the VMware vSphere Automation SDK from GitHub; there is currently no up-to-date version

in the Python Package Index (PyPi).

Example:
(venv) $ git clone https://github.com/vmware/vsphere-automation-sdk-python.git
(venv) $ cd vsphere-automation-sdk-python

Linux:

(venv) $ pip install --upgrade -r requirements.txt --extra-index-url file://`pwd`/lib

Windows:

> pip install --upgrade --force-reinstall -r requirements.txt --extra-index-url
file:///absolute_dir_to_sdk/lib

Step 4 Install all other dependencies.

Example:
(venv) $ cd ../
(venv) $ pip install -r requirements.txt

The requirements.txt file contains all the dependencies that the script relies on. Installing the
dependencies in this file is a one-time task.

Managing the VMware vCenter Content Library Using Python
You upload the Open Virtualization Format (OVF) file to the VMware vCenter content library so the scripts
in the file can deploy the virtual machines (VMs).

You can use an existing library or create a new one. You create a new content library in the VMware vSphere
Web Client UI or with the Python commands in this section.

Procedure

Step 1 Create a new content library using the subcommand Create.
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The following text shows the command usage:
usage: content-library.py [-h] --vcenter VCENTER --vc-username VC_USERNAME
[--vc-password VC_PASSWORD] [--silent] Create --name NAME --datacenter DATACENTER
--datastore DATASTORE

Example:
(venv) $ python content-library.py --vcenter 172.23.143.235 --vc-username admin --vcpassword
lab Create --name ave_repo --datacenter mininet --datastore 129-local
Connecting to vCenter.................................................[ok]
Creating content library 'ave_repo'...................................[ok]

Step 2 Upload the OVF file to the VMware vCenter content library using the subcommand Upload.

The OVF file must be available on the local machine where you run the Python script.

The following text shows the command usage:
usage: content-library.py [-h] --vcenter VCENTER --vc-username VC_USERNAME
[--vc-password VC_PASSWORD] [--silent] Upload --library LIBRARY --item ITEM --path PATH
[--vmdk-ds-path VMDK_DS_PATH]

Example:
(venv) $ python content-library.py --vcenter 172.23.143.235 --vc-username admin --vcpassword
lab Upload --library repo --item vpod-14.0.0.84 --path
/Users/user/dev/ovf/aci-vpod.14.0.0.84.ova
Connecting to vCenter.................................................[ok]
Extracting OVA........................................................[ok]
Validating............................................................[ok]
Uploading aci-vpod.14.0.0.84-disk1.vmdk...............................[ok]
Uploading aci-vpod.14.0.0.84.ovf......................................[ok]
Finishing up..........................................................[ok]

Step 3 Remove an item from the content library using the subcommand Remove.

The following text shows the command usage:
usage: content-library.py [-h] --vcenter VCENTER --vc-username VC_USERNAME
[--vc-password VC_PASSWORD] [--silent] Remove --library LIBRARY --item ITEM

Example:
(venv) $ python content-library.py --vcenter 172.23.143.235 --vc-username admin --vcpassword
lab Remove --library repo --item vpod-14.0.0.84
Connecting to vCenter.................................................[ok]
Deleting content library item 'vpod-14.0.0.84'........................[ok]

Deploying Cisco ACI vPod VMs Using Python
Use Python to deploy a pair of virtual spine (vSpine) and virtual leaf (vLeaf) virtual machines (VMs) on given
hosts. You can also get a list of deployed Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod)
VMs.

Enter the Python command twice to deploy two pairs of virtual spine (vSpine) and virtual leaf (vLeaf) virtual
machines (VMs). Choose a different host each time you enter the command to deploy the vSpine and vLeaf
pairs on different hosts.

Note
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Before you begin

You must have done the following:

• Uploaded the Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod) Open Virtualization
Format (OVF) to the VMware vCenter content library.

See the section Uploading the OVF Files to the VMware vCenter Content Library, on page 15 in this
guide for instructions.

• Configured connectivity between a physical pod and the Cisco ACI vPod.

See the section Preparing the Pod for IPN Connectivity in this guide for instructions.

• Created a Cisco ACI vPod in Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC).

See the section Adding the Cisco ACI vPod Using the Cisco APIC GUI, on page 11 fin this guide for
instructions.

• Captured an unexpired Cisco APIC passphrase.

The passphrase displays in Cisco APIC after you add the Cisco ACI vPod. The passphrase is good for
60 minutes. If you need more time between adding the Cisco ACI vPod and deploying it, you can capture
a new one that Cisco APIC regenerates every 60 minutes. Go to System > System Settings > APIC
Passphrase. The work pane displays the passphrase, and you can click the refresh icon to ensure that
you get a newly generated one.

• Captured all the vLeaf and vSpine serial numbers from the Cisco ACI vPod created on Cisco APIC.

Procedure

Step 1 Deploy the vSpine and vLeaf VMs using the Python script new-vpodvm.py.

The following text shows the script usage:
usage: new-vpodvm.py [-h] [--silent] --vcenter VCENTER --vc-username
VC_USERNAME [--vc-password VC_PASSWORD] --host-name
HOST_NAME --mgmt-pg MGMT_PG --infra-pg INFRA_PG
--ovf-item OVF_ITEM --vpod-id VPOD_ID
[--auth-key AUTH_KEY] [--vspine-serial VSPINE_SERIAL]
[--vleaf-serial VLEAF_SERIAL] [--library LIBRARY]
[--datastore DATASTORE] [--vspine-ip VSPINE_IP]
[--vspine-netmask VSPINE_NETMASK]
[--vspine-gateway VSPINE_GATEWAY]
[--vspine-nameserver VSPINE_NAMESERVER]
[--vleaf-ip VLEAF_IP] [--vleaf-netmask VLEAF_NETMASK]
[--vleaf-gateway VLEAF_GATEWAY]
[--vleaf-nameserver VLEAF_NAMESERVER]

Example:

For details about each individual parameter, enter the command python new-vpodvm.py -h and
review the output.

Note

(venv) $ python new-vpodvm.py --vcenter 172.23.143.235 --vc-username admin --vc-password
lab --host-name 172.23.143.129 --mgmt-pg 'my-vds/mgmt-pg' --infra-pg 'vpod-infra' --ovf-item
vpod-ova --vpod-id 2 --datastore 129-local --auth-key 3NWG4NDP4DESTZL2 --vspine-serial
'SPINE201-SWJI' --vleaf-serial 'LEAF203-VIWE'

Connecting to vCenter.................................................[ok]
Validating configuration..............................................[ok]
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Deploying vSpine & vLeaf (this might take several minutes)............[ok]
Performing configuration..............................................[ok]
Powering On VM 'cisco-vPod2-spine1'...................................[ok]
Powering On VM 'cisco-vPod2-leaf1'....................................[ok]

Step 2 Get a list of deployed Cisco ACI vPod VMs using the get-vpodvm.py script.

The following text shows the script usage:
usage: get-vpodvm.py [-h] [--silent] --vcenter VCENTER --vc-username
VC_USERNAME [--vc-password VC_PASSWORD]

Example:
(venv) $ python get-vpodvm.py --vcenter 172.23.143.235 --vc-username admin --vc-password
lab

+--------------------+----------------+-----+-------+---------------+----------------
-+
| Virtual Machine | Host | POD | Role | Management IP | Serial Number
|
+--------------------+----------------+-----+-------+---------------+----------------
-+
| cisco-vPod2-leaf1 | 172.23.143.129 | 2 | leaf | None | VLEAF1-2-G9DPB
|
| cisco-vPod2-spine1 | 172.23.143.129 | 2 | spine | None | VSPINE1-2-8BH4M
|
+--------------------+----------------+-----+-------+---------------+----------------

To use a static IP management IP address, use the --vspine-ip and --vleaf-ip parameters.
Example:
--vspine-ip 172.23.150.100 --vspine-netmask 255.255.255.0 --vspine-gateway
172.23.150.254 --vleaf-ip 172.23.150.101 --vleaf-netmask 255.255.255.0
--vleaf-gateway 172.23.150.254

Note

Verifying the Cisco ACI vPod Deployment
After you deploy Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod), verify the deployment
by ensuring that the interface that is used to communicate with Cisco ACI Virtual Edge (kni0) has a virtual
tunnel endpoint (VTEP) IP address.

Before you begin

You must have added a Cisco ACI vPod in Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC) and
deployed the Cisco ACI vPod VMs in VMware vCenter.

Procedure

Run the ifconfig command and examine the output:

The example shows the output for a virtual leaf (vLeaf), which would be eth1-49. A virtual spine (vSpine)
would be eth5-1.

Example:
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eth1: flags=4163<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,MULTICAST> mtu 1500
inet 192.168.9.3 netmask 255.255.252.0 broadcast 192.168.11.255
inet6 fe80::250:56ff:fea7:fac prefixlen 64 scopeid 0x20<link>
ether 00:50:56:a7:0f:ac txqueuelen 1000 (Ethernet)
RX packets 374443 bytes 52541802 (50.1 MiB)
RX errors 0 dropped 0 overruns 0 frame 0
TX packets 161054 bytes 20000611 (19.0 MiB)
TX errors 0 dropped 0 overruns 0 carrier 0 collisions 0

What to do next

Read the Key Post-Installation Configuration Tasks in this guide.

Cisco ACI Virtual Edge Installation
After you create the Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) Virtual Pod (vPod) and deploy its virtual
machines (VMs), you install Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure Virtual Edge and set it to work with
the Cisco ACI vPod.

Follow the instructions in the installation chapter of the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge Installation Guide, making
sure that you fulfill the prerequisites and follow the guidelines. When you deploy the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge
VMs, set the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge to cloud mode and choose the Cisco ACI vPod that you want it to
become part of.

When you deploy the Cisco ACI Virtual Edge VM on the ESXi host, OpFlex immediately comes online. Do
not attach VMkernel ports to the Infra port group.

Note
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